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An engrossing biography of the longest-reigning female pharaoh in Ancient Egypt and the story

of her audacious rise to power. Hatshepsut—the daughter of a general who usurped Egypt's

throne—was expected to bear the sons who would legitimize the reign of her father’s family.

Her failure to produce a male heir, however, paved the way for her improbable rule as a cross-

dressing king. At just over twenty, Hatshepsut out-maneuvered the mother of Thutmose III, the

infant king, for a seat on the throne, and ascended to the rank of pharaoh.Shrewdly operating

the levers of power to emerge as Egypt's second female pharaoh, Hatshepsut was a master

strategist, cloaking her political power plays in the veil of piety and sexual reinvention. She

successfully negotiated a path from the royal nursery to the very pinnacle of authority, and her

reign saw one of Ancient Egypt’s most prolific building periods.Constructing a rich narrative

history using the artifacts that remain, noted Egyptologist Kara Cooney offers a remarkable

interpretation of how Hatshepsut rapidly but methodically consolidated power—and why she

fell from public favor just as quickly. The Woman Who Would Be King traces the unconventional

life of an almost-forgotten pharaoh and explores our complicated reactions to women in power.

“The story of Hatshepsut, the woman who ruled Egypt as Pharaoh, is an amazing tale and Dr.

Cooney tells it in a very personal way. Readers are going to love this version!”—Bob Brier,

author of The Murder of TutankhamenAbout the AuthorKARA COONEY is an associate

professor of Egyptian art and architecture at UCLA in the Department of Near Eastern

Languages and Cultures. In 2005, she was co-curator of Tutankhamun and the Golden Age of

the Pharaohs at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art. Cooney produced a comparative

archaeology series with her husband, Neil Crawford, entitled Out of Egypt, which aired on the

Discovery Channel and is streaming on Netflix.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.OneDivine OriginsThe Nile,

lifeblood of the world's first great civilization, flowed calmly outside her palace window. The

inundation had receded, and she could see the farmers readying themselves in the predawn

hour, milking their cows, getting their sacks of emmer and barley seed ready to cast upon the

rich black earth. In a few hours, the air would fill with the sounds of men shouting, children

laughing, and animals bleating as they ran behind the plows, treading upon the scattered

seeds and driving them into the soil. But for now, the sun was yet to crest the horizon. There

was still time before she would be called to awaken the god in the temple. The girl dismissed

her handmaiden to have a moment of privacy for herself.Hatshepsut was around sixteen years

old, and her life's purpose was over. Her husband Aakheperenre Thutmose, Lord of the Two

Lands, King of Upper and Lower Egypt, may he live, was gravely ill, despite his youth. He and

Hatshepsut had failed to produce an heir. She had only one daughter, Nefrure, who was strong

and healthy but just two years old--not old enough to marry, reproduce, or forge the alliances

that princesses so often do. Hatshepsut herself was the daughter of the previous king and was

married to her father's successor--her own younger brother. She now sat as the king's highest-

ranking wife. Her bloodline was impeccable: daughter of the king, sister of the king, wife of the

king. Her biggest failing was not giving birth to a son: the heir to the throne would not come

from her.Why had Amen-Re, the king of the gods, not blessed Egypt with a son of pure royal

blood? Why had he only given Hatshepsut a daughter? A man could spread his seed and

produce offspring in profusion. A woman's womb could give but one child a year. And



Hatshepsut's womb had been blessed only with a girl--or at least Nefrure was the only child

that had lived.Her husband did have some boys in the royal nursery--but from other mothers.

The kingship should always pass from father to son; however, these boys were mere babies.

The king had only been on the throne for three short years, not long enough to sire a stable of

healthy potential heirs. And worse than that, the mothers of these children were nothing more

than Ornaments of the King--pretty young things brought in to arouse the king's pleasure, with

faces and bodies that would excite even the most sickly of monarchs. These girls had no family

connections of any importance. How could one of these women be elevated to King's Mother?

The idea was insupportable.Hatshepsut understood that she wielded great power as queen.

Her husband had never been in good health. His kingship had never been expected, but his

two elder brothers died before they could take the throne. Thus Thutmose was not trained for

kingship as he should have been. When they married, it was Hatshepsut who advised her

brother on which officials to trust, which families to avoid, and how to make his mark as a

monarch. It still seemed to her as if he had been plucked from the royal nursery one day, called

to be king, to his own horror as much as anyone else's. The heartbreaking death of one brother

after another had brought the crown to young Thutmose and the queenship to Hatshepsut.

From as far back as she could remember, Hatshepsut understood that she was training for a

life of great power and influence. But now it was all over. With no direct connection to the next

king, she would be shut out of worldly affairs, her life's journey confined within luxurious palace

walls.But Hatshepsut still walked the halls of power as the God's Wife of Amen. And she

sensed that it might be difficult for people to support the claim of an infant to the crowns of the

Two Lands. Would their subjects watch passively as a young prince without connections, the

son of one of the King's Beauties, was propped up as king? Such a vulnerable monarch could

only be maintained if Hatshepsut stood behind him as his regent and made the decisions;

otherwise, all would be lost; her father's Thutmoside line would be broken after only two

generations. Many great men of the court were emphasizing their connections back to the

Ahmoside family--the kings who had ruled before her father--in an attempt to lay claim to the

thrones of Upper and Lower Egypt; if the White and Red crowns passed to one of them instead

of to a son of her brother, then all that her parents had entrusted to her would be lost. It would

be a shameful end to her father's dynasty: dying out after only two Thutmoside kings--her

father and her brother. Somehow she had to create the circumstances for a third Thutmoside

king.Hatshepsut was not only the King's Great Wife but also the God's Wife of Amen, and she

understood how to use that position. She served as the most important priestess in all of Egypt

and had been trained from childhood by Ahmes-Nefertari, the most revered and aged royal

queen and priestess in the land. As Hatshepsut prepared for her duties at the temple, she

decided to ask the god what to do. She would place the burden in his hands.Somewhere

beyond the palace, she heard the beating of drums and the shaking of sistra. It was time to

awaken Amen.Hatshepsut hurried into the temple of Ipet-Sut, the Chosen Place for the gods of

Thebes, moving through a series of majestic plastered gateways, light-filled courtyards, cool

columned halls, and dark, smoke-filled inner sanctuaries, to her own robing rooms. As was her

daily custom, she bathed in the sacred lake within the temple walls; the dawn air chilled her

flesh. Having been thus purified in preparation for the morning meal with the god, she was

anointed with oils by her Divine Adoratrices and then dressed in a pure linen robe pleated with

hundreds of folds pressed into the gauzy fabric. This particular morning was not a festival day,

so the temple staff had to complete only the simplest of preparations, which included the

slaughter of a bull for the god's meal of a few dozen courses of milk, cakes, breads, and meats.

To Hatshepsut, this temple was a second home. She found comfort in the juxtaposition of its



frenetic activity against a calm, divine presence. Frantic priests ran through their preparations

in the outer rooms as she walked with her ladies deep into the very heart of the temple. The

chanting and drumbeats now sounded more distant as she entered the small, dark,

windowless sanctuary where Amen dwelled--a room filled with brightly painted relief whose low

ceiling and close walls acted as a womb of rebirth for the god. Finally, she stood before the

shrine of Amen himself; in the lamplight, gold and lapis gleamed through the incense smoke, a

sight that never failed to set her heart pounding.The First High Priest of Amen joined

Hatshepsut in the sanctuary while the Second High Priest arranged the sacred texts and

instruments. After all the offerings of food and drink were arrayed, the lower-ranked priest

retreated from the sanctuary, wiping away his footprints as he backed out of the room. The next

moments of the ritual involved waking the vulnerable god from his sleep of death. All but the

most important priests waited outside in the offering hall, shaking their sistra and beating

drums to calm the god and to keep danger at bay. Only Hatshepsut and the First High Priest

were able to witness the god's visage and exposed body. The high priest was the first to

approach the shrine of Amen. With cool and reverent hands, he removed veils covering the

unknowable and hidden image. The fact that the Great God was an immobile statue of gold did

not make him any less real.Closing her eyes, Hatshepsut began the incantations to awaken the

god, calling him to his meal. Shuffling behind her, the First High Priest burned wax figures of

the enemies of Egypt, so that the sanctuary would be clear of any danger. All around them

incense burned in profusion, narrowing her vision in the lamp-lit room to a tunnel with the god's

image at the end. Hatshepsut then reached for her golden sistrum, ready to shake the sacred

tambourine of Hathor to awaken the god.As she chanted and shook the sistrum, she opened

her linen robe, revealing her naked body to the Great God's eyes. Meanwhile, the high priest

offered him food, starting with milk, because the newly awakened divinity was as weak as an

infant, and then building up to great bloody cuts of freshly sacrificed beef as he gained

strength. After the last course, Hatshepsut moved closer to the statue so that the god could

complete his morning renewal. As the God's Wife of Amen, Hatshepsut was also known as the

God's Hand, the instrument of his sexuality. Reverently, she took his phallus into her palm,

allowing him to re-create himself through his own release. Outside the sanctuary, her Divine

Adoratrices were chanting, their voices rising higher and faster with the urgency of the

moment. She stood before his statue, opened her linen robe wide to reveal her young body,

and chanted praise of Amen, King of All the Gods, Lord of the Thrones of the Two Lands, the

Lord of All, until she felt his orgasm.Her eyes were closed. Her head was dizzy from the

incense, herbs, and chanting. She felt herself fall to the floor before him--something neither she

nor the high priest expected. With her eyes closed and her head bowed down before his

shrine, she began to talk to her sacred husband, the god Amen-Re. She told him of the king's

great sickness and impending death. She told him that a young Horus had not yet been

chosen, and that all the candidates were merely nestlings, puppies. She told him that she had

served him faithfully and would do as he asked. But all of Egypt would soon be in mourning

and silence. She needed to know what to do to maintain the Black Land and Amen's rule in it.

She was young, but she could hold and keep power. She needed his guidance.In return she

received a revelation. He spoke to her. Amen-Re, Bull of His Mother, Sacred of Arm, told her

that she was elemental to the plans in his mind: he had chosen her, Hatshepsut, to carry them

out; he would reveal his instructions over time, so she must be always ready, listening. And he

told her more, too, secrets of power and fearlessness that left her breathless and weeping.And

then the revelation was over. In silence and in secret, her voice shaking with emotion, she gave

Amen a secret promise. She would be his instrument.We have no historical record of



Hatshepsut's worries and schemes upon the death of her husband, Thutmose II, but by

examining her unprecedented choice to ultimately take on the kingship we can imagine how an

educated royal woman might have understood and created a place for herself within Egypt's

court. Because the Egyptians enacted their politics through the rituals of religion, we cannot

know exactly where the affairs of government ended and the ideology started. Hatshepsut

herself tells us in many monumental texts that her assumption of power was decreed by Amen-

Re, her father. Indeed, she probably believed this to be true.The nature of the evidence from

her reign--her temples and monumental texts, the decorated tombs of her courtiers, her tomb

in the Valley of the Kings, all her statuary and painted reliefs, even the recent identification of a

possible mummy--has encouraged us to understand Hatshepsut's story through the things she

built and touched. She did not leave us any letters or diaries. We have little access to the

human emotions of her story. The difficult part of a biography of any Egyptian king is that we

fall into the gaps of the personal history left untold. If the king was meant to be a living god on

earth, then naturally he had to be shrouded in ideology and not defined by his personality,

schemes, plans, and ambitions. Unlike the Romans, who produced countless lascivious stories

about their own emperors and senators, not to mention Cleopatra, that foreign seductress of

good Roman generals, the ancient Egyptians played their politics close to the vest, and for

good reason. The system of divine kingship and cosmic order mattered most to them, not the

individual person who was king at a particular time. The institution of kingship was unassailable

even when the dynasty was in jeopardy, when there was competition for the throne, or when a

woman dared to take power. Among thousands of often meticulous Egyptian historical

documents, hardly a single word betrays any human emotion of delight, heartbreak, jealousy,

or disgust concerning political events.1 The Egyptian ideological systems took precedence

over the emotions, decisions, wants, and desires of any one individual or family. Gossip among

the elite and powerful of ancient Egyptian society was almost unheard of, at least in any

recorded form that we can decipher. Formality ruled the day. The drama of a public scandal

was swept under the rug, never to be entered into official documents or even unofficial letters.

The ancient Egyptians never underestimated the power of the written word; anything that

smacked of personal politics or individual opinion was excluded from the formal record. It

seems that such things could only be spoken of in hushed tones. Ancient Egyptians preserved

the "what" of their history in copious texts and monuments for posterity; the "how" and the

"why," the messy details of it all, are much harder to get at. And, for our modern minds, it is the

recording of events that allows them to become real and valid.1. There are no texts from

Hatshepsut's time--historical, administrative, religious, or otherwise--that betray openly

expressed negative feelings toward the ruling king or political activities of officials. We do have

veiled references from earlier Middle Kingdom literary texts that obliquely discuss the regicide

of Amenemhat I, the instability of the times, and the royal family's inability to trust any of the

courtiers and officials. See Miriam Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature, vol. 1, The Old and

Middle Kingdoms (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1975), 135-38. Later legal texts will

point toward another regicide, that of Ramses III in Dynasty 20, and the involvement of the

royal harem. See Susan Redford, The Harem Conspiracy: The Murder of Ramesses III

(DeKalb: Northern Illinois University Press, 2002). The Tale of Wenamen, a text from the end of

Dynasty 20 that belongs to both the literary and historical genres, reveals the opinion that the

Egyptian king had lost his power over foreign lands and even his own country. See Miriam

Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature, vol. 2, The New Kingdom (Berkeley: University of

California Press, 1976), 224-30. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read

more
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The nature of the information passed down to us is uneven, and because so many of her

monuments were destroyed, the jumble of perceptions we are left with are from other people,

many of whom lived millennia after her death. I have had to break many rules of my

Egyptological training in order to resurrect and reanimate Hatshepsut’s intentions, ambitions,

and disappointments, by engaging in conjecture and speculation, and creating untestable

hypotheses as I attempt to fill out her character and decision-making processes (even though I

document my sources and accentuate my uncertainties). Any supposition on my part is



warranted, I believe, because Hatshepsut remains an important example of humanity’s

ambivalent perception of female authority. Even in the absence of exact historical details and

reasons behind Hatshepsut’s actions, I can still track her rise to power by following the clues

left behind by herself, other kings, courtiers, officials, and priests, thus filling out the

circumstances of her life’s journey as I go.I have decided to forgo any long-winded analysis of

architectural history, reliefs, statuary, text, and genealogy, instead focusing solely on

Hatshepsut’s narrative; you will find discussions of topics tangential to the main story in the

notes. I have also eschewed reconstructions of Hatshepsut’s ambitious building program,

because the extensive evidence of it already fills many volumes. (Indeed, Hatshepsut’s

impressive architectural agenda has lured historians into creating a narrative of objects and

buildings in lieu of a history of Hatshepsut herself.) This book is about a woman of antiquity

and her interactions with Egyptian systems of government and power players, her decisions,

her ambitions, her desperation, her triumphs, and her defeats. As I follow Hatshepsut’s story

from her ancestral beginnings to her bitter end, I will watch what she did and how she did it,

within the context of her times, and present my hypotheses explaining her motivations and

thought processes.Many historians will no doubt accuse me of fantasy: inventing emotions and

feelings for which I have no evidence. And they will be right. As I try to get at the human core of

Hatshepsut, I will put many ideas and assumptions on the page; this is the best way for me to

reconstruct her decision-making process. My conjectures, founded on twenty years of

Egyptological research, are bounded and informed. What I say about Hatshepsut’s emotions

may not be right, but when I engage in conjecture, I do my best to qualify the statement, or to

offer alternatives, or to clarify any uncertainty in my writing. The inexactitude remains, however,

as is the case with any historical study of the ancient world.This book is a kind of pause for me,

something completely different from my previous Egyptological research dealing with funerary

data sets and coffin studies. I have used all my skills as a researcher, but I have also allowed

myself to think out loud, to infer and imagine, in a way I would not do in my other work. This

book finds its origins in my intimate (and strange even to myself) connection to the ancient

world, and I have to thank the countless scholars who share the same obsession with Egypt’s

past—generations of archaeologists who uncovered Hatshepsut’s remnants in the dirt,

philologists who translated and analyzed her texts, art historians who pieced together broken

statues and found traces of her relief erased by chisels. They have paved the way for this

biographical discussion of Hatshepsut’s relevance.To view a full-size version of this image,

click .Map of Hatshepsut’s funerary temple, Deir el-Bahri, Thebes, Eighteenth Dynasty. Map by

Deborah Shieh.To view a full-size version of this image, click .To view a full-size version of this

image, click .Map of Karnak Temple, Amen precinct, during the time of Hatshepsut. Map by

Deborah Shieh.PREFACEHatshepsut was the first woman to exercise long-term rule over

Egypt as a king. Other Egyptian women had governed before her, but they merely served as

regents or leaders for short periods of time. If we combine her regency and kingship,

Hatshepsut reigned for almost twenty-two years. Even more remarkably, Hatshepsut achieved

her power without bloodshed or social trauma. We have no evidence of any messy

assassinations of her family members or attempted coups that nearly succeeded (led by her or

anyone else). Though Hatshepsut’s rise to power was clean and creative, it required every

weapon in her arsenal—invoking her bloodline, education, political acumen, along with a deep

(and sometimes radical) understanding of religious power.So why do so few people today know

the name of this extraordinary woman? We know about Cleopatra VII’s murders, sexual

exploits, economic excesses, and disastrous military campaigns. Hatshepsut was, as far as we

can tell, not a seducer of great generals in charge of legions, for the practical reason that there



existed no men greater than she. Rather than seduce mere mortals, she created a mechanism

to publicly and inexorably prove the gods’ love for her without having to submit sexually to men.

She is not remembered for any disastrous battles because all her military exploits brought her

people and her gods greater imperial wealth. There are no stories preserved about her

conniving to procure cash because she had more money than anyone in the known world. She

is not remembered for her nasty death because there is no evidence of her expulsion, murder,

or suicide.Hatshepsut has the misfortune to be antiquity’s female leader who did everything

right, a woman who could match her wit and energy to a task so seamlessly that she made no

waves of discontent that have been recorded. For Hatshepsut, all that endured were the

remnants of her success, props for later kings who never had to give her the credit she

deserved.Male leaders are celebrated for their successes, while their excesses are typically

excused as the necessary and expected price of masculine ambition. A king’s risk taking is

more likely to be perceived as crucial and advantageous, something that can bring great

reward if he wins. Even the sociopathic narcissism of a male leader can be suffered. Women in

power who do everything wrong offer great narrative fodder: Cleopatra, Jezebel and her

daughter Athaliah, Semiramis, Empress Lü. They are dangerous, untrustworthy, self-interested

to a fault. Their sexuality and powers of attraction can bring all to ruin. History has shown that a

woman who pushes the envelope of ambition is not just maligned in the history books as a

conniving, scheming seductress whose foolhardy and emotional desires brought down the

good men around her, but also celebrated in infamous detail as proof that females should

never be in charge. In this regard, ancient Egypt was surprisingly contemporary, allowing

Hatshepsut any opportunity to rule in the first place.1But Hatshepsut saved the day and her

dynasty by paving the way for a baby king who was probably gnawing on his crook and flail

during his own coronation. And what may consign Hatshepsut to obscurity is our inability to

appreciate and value honest, naked, female ambition, not to mention actual power properly

wielded by a woman. Posterity cherishes the idea that there is something oppressive and

distrustful about women who rule over men—that their mercurial moods have the power to

destroy, that their impolitic natures ruin carefully tended alliances, that their agenda on behalf

of their children will endanger any broader political interests. These critical perceptions make it

difficult to properly rank Hatshepsut’s achievements in history. We lose the opportunity to either

laud her for her successes or dissect her methodologies and tactics. How does one categorize

a female leader who does not follow the expected course of disaster and shame, one who

instead puts everything to rights in the end, in a way so perfect that her masculine beneficiaries

just sweep her victories under the rug and ignore her forever?Why does Hatshepsut’s

leadership still trouble us today? Female rulers are often implicitly branded as emotional, self-

interested, lacking in authority, untrustworthy, and impolitic. The ancient Egyptians likewise

distrusted a woman with authority, and this context makes Hatshepsut’s achievements all the

more astonishing. For more than twenty years, she was the most powerful person in the

ancient world. But when she finally died, all that she had built was instantly over; there would

be no legacy.Hatshepsut’s achievements are relevant to us precisely because they were

ultimately rejected and forgotten—both by her own people and by the subsequent authors of

history. She was the most formidable and successful woman to ever rule in the ancient

Western world, and yet today few people can even pronounce her name. We can never really

know Hatshepsut, but the traces she left behind teach us what it means to be a woman at the

highest echelons of power: she transcended patriarchal systems of authority, took on onerous

responsibilities for her family, suffered great personal losses, and shaped an amazing journey

out of circumstances over which she had little control.We do have a great deal of information



about Hatshepsut and the Egypt of almost thirty-five hundred years ago, and from that I have

built this story of her life and what she created. All the details that will give us insight into her

anxieties, grief, disappointments, and aspirations—from government offices, countless

bureaucrats, palaces and temples, riverboats and horse-drawn chariots to the diseases and

illnesses that threatened her and her family—are vital to understanding this woman.As a social

historian of ancient Egypt, I am drawn to the nitty-gritty of ancient life, particularly those

circumstances that could not be conquered: disease, social place, patriarchal control, gender

inequality, geographic location. I want to know how people coped in a world over which they

had so little control and in which they had so little time to make their mark, a place where grief,

sorrow, and apprehension were more commonplace than success and where most knew they

could never create any kind of change in their life, beyond doing what their fathers or mothers

had done before them. My Egyptological work on social life has enabled me to re-create

Hatshepsut’s world as best I can and thereby to know her better.I have spent two decades

studying the remnants that ancient Egyptians left behind—letters, receipts, funerary texts,

coffins, funerary bandages, magical talismans—any attempt by people to work their social

circumstances into something better. Most ancient Egyptians used the meager tools they had

available to effect small changes in their lives—bribing an official to get a craftsman’s job,

demanding testimony from family members to divorce a husband who was physically abusive

when he drank too much beer, disowning children in a last will and testament if they did not

care enough for their parents—all the while knowing that most of life was already written by

forces far beyond anyone’s ability to change them. Hatshepsut was born into the highest

echelons of society, to be sure, but even she had plenty of obstacles in her path, not least of

which was her female identity. It took all her perseverance and creativity to strategize a change

in her social circumstances beyond society’s perceived expectations. Hatshepsut was a rare

human being, a woman able to see beyond the machine and set forces in motion to shape her

own destiny. She effected the ultimate change to make herself king. She did everything right,

but none of it mattered. She was maligned not just by the ancient Egyptian rulers who followed

her but also by nineteenth- and twentieth-century Egyptologists who were suspicious of her

motivations and ready to judge her for taking what did not rightfully belong to her.Hatshepsut’s

story should teach us that women cannot rule unless they veil their true intent and proclaim

that their pretentions are not their own but only for others. They must claim to sacrifice

themselves to service, declare that they have been chosen by providence or destiny for such a

role, and assert that they never sought such authority for themselves. If a woman does not

renounce ambition for ambition’s sake, she will be viewed as twofaced or selfish, her actions

fueled by ulterior motives. Maybe Hatshepsut was so intent on climbing the ladder to power,

one rung at a time, that she never grasped these truths; perhaps she believed that she could

change the system. And maybe we still believe the same thing.ONEDivine OriginsThe Nile,

lifeblood of the world’s first great civilization, flowed calmly outside her palace window. The

inundation had receded, and she could see the farmers readying themselves in the predawn

hour, milking their cows, getting their sacks of emmer and barley seed ready to cast upon the

rich black earth. In a few hours, the air would fill with the sounds of men shouting, children

laughing, and animals bleating as they ran behind the plows, treading upon the scattered

seeds and driving them into the soil. But for now, the sun was yet to crest the horizon. There

was still time before she would be called to awaken the god in the temple. The girl dismissed

her handmaiden to have a moment of privacy for herself.Hatshepsut was around sixteen years

old, and her life’s purpose was over. Her husband Aakheperenre Thutmose, Lord of the Two

Lands, King of Upper and Lower Egypt, may he live, was gravely ill, despite his youth. He and



Hatshepsut had failed to produce an heir. She had only one daughter, Nefrure, who was strong

and healthy but just two years old—not old enough to marry, reproduce, or forge the alliances

that princesses so often do. Hatshepsut herself was the daughter of the previous king and was

married to her father’s successor—her own younger brother. She now sat as the king’s highest-

ranking wife. Her bloodline was impeccable: daughter of the king, sister of the king, wife of the

king. Her biggest failing was not giving birth to a son: the heir to the throne would not come

from her.Why had Amen-Re, the king of the gods, not blessed Egypt with a son of pure royal

blood? Why had he only given Hatshepsut a daughter? A man could spread his seed and

produce offspring in profusion. A woman’s womb could give but one child a year. And

Hatshepsut’s womb had been blessed only with a girl—or at least Nefrure was the only child

that had lived.Her husband did have some boys in the royal nursery—but from other mothers.

The kingship should always pass from father to son; however, these boys were mere babies.

The king had only been on the throne for three short years, not long enough to sire a stable of

healthy potential heirs. And worse than that, the mothers of these children were nothing more

than Ornaments of the King—pretty young things brought in to arouse the king’s pleasure, with

faces and bodies that would excite even the most sickly of monarchs. These girls had no family

connections of any importance. How could one of these women be elevated to King’s Mother?

The idea was insupportable.Hatshepsut understood that she wielded great power as queen.

Her husband had never been in good health. His kingship had never been expected, but his

two elder brothers died before they could take the throne. Thus Thutmose was not trained for

kingship as he should have been. When they married, it was Hatshepsut who advised her

brother on which officials to trust, which families to avoid, and how to make his mark as a

monarch. It still seemed to her as if he had been plucked from the royal nursery one day, called

to be king, to his own horror as much as anyone else’s. The heartbreaking death of one brother

after another had brought the crown to young Thutmose and the queenship to Hatshepsut.

From as far back as she could remember, Hatshepsut understood that she was training for a

life of great power and influence. But now it was all over. With no direct connection to the next

king, she would be shut out of worldly affairs, her life’s journey confined within luxurious palace

walls.But Hatshepsut still walked the halls of power as the God’s Wife of Amen. And she

sensed that it might be difficult for people to support the claim of an infant to the crowns of the

Two Lands. Would their subjects watch passively as a young prince without connections, the

son of one of the King’s Beauties, was propped up as king? Such a vulnerable monarch could

only be maintained if Hatshepsut stood behind him as his regent and made the decisions;

otherwise, all would be lost; her father’s Thutmoside line would be broken after only two

generations. Many great men of the court were emphasizing their connections back to the

Ahmoside family—the kings who had ruled before her father—in an attempt to lay claim to the

thrones of Upper and Lower Egypt; if the White and Red crowns passed to one of them instead

of to a son of her brother, then all that her parents had entrusted to her would be lost. It would

be a shameful end to her father’s dynasty: dying out after only two Thutmoside kings—her

father and her brother. Somehow she had to create the circumstances for a third Thutmoside

king.Hatshepsut was not only the King’s Great Wife but also the God’s Wife of Amen, and she

understood how to use that position. She served as the most important priestess in all of Egypt

and had been trained from childhood by Ahmes-Nefertari, the most revered and aged royal

queen and priestess in the land. As Hatshepsut prepared for her duties at the temple, she

decided to ask the god what to do. She would place the burden in his hands.Somewhere

beyond the palace, she heard the beating of drums and the shaking of sistra. It was time to

awaken Amen.Hatshepsut hurried into the temple of Ipet-Sut, the Chosen Place for the gods of



Thebes, moving through a series of majestic plastered gateways, light-filled courtyards, cool

columned halls, and dark, smoke-filled inner sanctuaries, to her own robing rooms. As was her

daily custom, she bathed in the sacred lake within the temple walls; the dawn air chilled her

flesh. Having been thus purified in preparation for the morning meal with the god, she was

anointed with oils by her Divine Adoratrices and then dressed in a pure linen robe pleated with

hundreds of folds pressed into the gauzy fabric. This particular morning was not a festival day,

so the temple staff had to complete only the simplest of preparations, which included the

slaughter of a bull for the god’s meal of a few dozen courses of milk, cakes, breads, and meats.

To Hatshepsut, this temple was a second home. She found comfort in the juxtaposition of its

frenetic activity against a calm, divine presence. Frantic priests ran through their preparations

in the outer rooms as she walked with her ladies deep into the very heart of the temple. The

chanting and drumbeats now sounded more distant as she entered the small, dark,

windowless sanctuary where Amen dwelled—a room filled with brightly painted relief whose

low ceiling and close walls acted as a womb of rebirth for the god. Finally, she stood before the

shrine of Amen himself; in the lamplight, gold and lapis gleamed through the incense smoke, a

sight that never failed to set her heart pounding.The First High Priest of Amen joined

Hatshepsut in the sanctuary while the Second High Priest arranged the sacred texts and

instruments. After all the offerings of food and drink were arrayed, the lower-ranked priest

retreated from the sanctuary, wiping away his footprints as he backed out of the room. The next

moments of the ritual involved waking the vulnerable god from his sleep of death. All but the

most important priests waited outside in the offering hall, shaking their sistra and beating

drums to calm the god and to keep danger at bay. Only Hatshepsut and the First High Priest

were able to witness the god’s visage and exposed body. The high priest was the first to

approach the shrine of Amen. With cool and reverent hands, he removed veils covering the

unknowable and hidden image. The fact that the Great God was an immobile statue of gold did

not make him any less real.Closing her eyes, Hatshepsut began the incantations to awaken the

god, calling him to his meal. Shuffling behind her, the First High Priest burned wax figures of

the enemies of Egypt, so that the sanctuary would be clear of any danger. All around them

incense burned in profusion, narrowing her vision in the lamp-lit room to a tunnel with the god’s

image at the end. Hatshepsut then reached for her golden sistrum, ready to shake the sacred

tambourine of Hathor to awaken the god.As she chanted and shook the sistrum, she opened

her linen robe, revealing her naked body to the Great God’s eyes. Meanwhile, the high priest

offered him food, starting with milk, because the newly awakened divinity was as weak as an

infant, and then building up to great bloody cuts of freshly sacrificed beef as he gained

strength. After the last course, Hatshepsut moved closer to the statue so that the god could

complete his morning renewal. As the God’s Wife of Amen, Hatshepsut was also known as the

God’s Hand, the instrument of his sexuality. Reverently, she took his phallus into her palm,

allowing him to re-create himself through his own release. Outside the sanctuary, her Divine

Adoratrices were chanting, their voices rising higher and faster with the urgency of the

moment. She stood before his statue, opened her linen robe wide to reveal her young body,

and chanted praise of Amen, King of All the Gods, Lord of the Thrones of the Two Lands, the

Lord of All, until she felt his orgasm.Her eyes were closed. Her head was dizzy from the

incense, herbs, and chanting. She felt herself fall to the floor before him—something neither

she nor the high priest expected. With her eyes closed and her head bowed down before his

shrine, she began to talk to her sacred husband, the god Amen-Re. She told him of the king’s

great sickness and impending death. She told him that a young Horus had not yet been

chosen, and that all the candidates were merely nestlings, puppies. She told him that she had



served him faithfully and would do as he asked. But all of Egypt would soon be in mourning

and silence. She needed to know what to do to maintain the Black Land and Amen’s rule in it.

She was young, but she could hold and keep power. She needed his guidance.In return she

received a revelation. He spoke to her. Amen-Re, Bull of His Mother, Sacred of Arm, told her

that she was elemental to the plans in his mind: he had chosen her, Hatshepsut, to carry them

out; he would reveal his instructions over time, so she must be always ready, listening. And he

told her more, too, secrets of power and fearlessness that left her breathless and weeping.And

then the revelation was over. In silence and in secret, her voice shaking with emotion, she gave

Amen a solemn promise. She would be his instrument. We have no historical record of

Hatshepsut’s worries and schemes upon the death of her husband, Thutmose II, but by

examining her unprecedented choice to ultimately take on the kingship we can imagine how an

educated royal woman might have understood and created a place for herself within Egypt’s

court. Because the Egyptians enacted their politics through the rituals of religion, we cannot

know exactly where the affairs of government ended and the ideology started. Hatshepsut

herself tells us in many monumental texts that her assumption of power was decreed by Amen-

Re, her father. Indeed, she probably believed this to be true.The nature of the evidence from

her reign—her temples and monumental texts, the decorated tombs of her courtiers, her tomb

in the Valley of the Kings, all her statuary and painted reliefs, even the recent identification of a

possible mummy—has encouraged us to understand Hatshepsut’s story through the things

she built and touched. She did not leave us any letters or diaries. We have little access to the

human emotions of her story. The difficult part of a biography of any Egyptian king is that we

fall into the gaps of the personal history left untold. If the king was meant to be a living god on

earth, then naturally he had to be shrouded in ideology and not defined by his personality,

schemes, plans, and ambitions. Unlike the Romans, who produced countless lascivious stories

about their own emperors and senators, not to mention Cleopatra, that foreign seductress of

good Roman generals, the ancient Egyptians played their politics close to the vest, and for

good reason. The system of divine kingship and cosmic order mattered most to them, not the

individual person who was king at a particular time. The institution of kingship was unassailable

even when the dynasty was in jeopardy, when there was competition for the throne, or when a

woman dared to take power. Among thousands of often meticulous Egyptian historical

documents, hardly a single word betrays any human emotion of delight, heartbreak, jealousy,

or disgust concerning political events.1 The Egyptian ideological systems took precedence

over the emotions, decisions, wants, and desires of any one individual or family. Gossip among

the elite and powerful of ancient Egyptian society was almost unheard of, at least in any

recorded form that we can decipher. Formality ruled the day. The drama of a public scandal

was swept under the rug, never to be entered into official documents or even unofficial letters.

The ancient Egyptians never underestimated the power of the written word; anything that

smacked of personal politics or individual opinion was excluded from the formal record. It

seems that such things could only be spoken of in hushed tones. Ancient Egyptians preserved

the “what” of their history in copious texts and monuments for posterity; the “how” and the

“why,” the messy details of it all, are much harder to get at. And, for our modern minds, it is the

recording of events that allows them to become real and valid.Historians have the materials but

lack the intangible substance behind them. We know from temple carvings that Hatshepsut

gained power as God’s Wife of Amen at least by the reign of Thutmose II, her husband-brother,

in the early fifteenth century BCE (if not before), but we do not know whether she was the real

power behind his throne. If she was, did she wield that power cruelly or wisely? We know that

Thutmose II ruled for only a short time,2 but history has not preserved the reason why: was he



sickly or stupid or mad or lazy, or did he just die unexpectedly? We know from the tomb texts of

officials who ruled under Hatshepsut that she acted as regent for the next young king, but we

don’t know how that reality came about or what anyone, including Hatshepsut, really thought

about the situation of a young girl in charge of the most powerful land in the ancient world.The

Egyptians preserved Hatshepsut’s body to last for eternity,3 but they recorded little from her

mind. Archaeologists have uncovered many temples, ritual texts, administrative documents

about trade, quarrying, and mining, and countless statues of her, her daughter, and her favored

courtier Senenmut, but we don’t know the intricacies of her relationships. Egyptology has

identified the trappings of the kingship, but it is very hard to locate the king among them. Do we

even need to discuss Hatshepsut’s thoughts and ambitions? Hatshepsut successfully scaled

the mountain to kingship, after all, and perhaps that fact should be enough for us. But women

in power are still suspect in the world of modern politics. Glass ceilings loom everywhere. If we

can gain just a tiny glimmer into Hatshepsut’s mind as she struggled with her own journey to

transcend the strictures of masculine dominance in her society, we might better understand

why women are systematically shut out of positions of authority. Given Hatshepsut’s

undisputed success as a king, why was the legacy of her rule stricken so quickly from Egyptian

history?Hatshepsut was born around 1500 BCE4 into the Eighteenth Dynasty of the New

Kingdom—although she herself would not have used the term—a time of nascent prosperity

and dominance for Egypt. Control over the southern mines and quarries in Nubia had recently

been reestablished, and gold was once again pouring into the country. The recent wars with

the Hyksos of Syria-Palestine had made every landholder, official, and warrior rich.5 Elite

Egyptians who had followed their king on campaigns were rewarded with the wealth that a well-

waged war was meant to bring—chariots, horses, live captives, and gold. Not only had the

borders been secured by the hawkish early Eighteenth Dynasty kings, but the distasteful

invasions of generations of Hyksos from Syria-Palestine had been made invisible—either by

violently expelling the foreigners back to the northeast or by allowing their settlement and

Egyptianization in the Nile delta. Hatshepsut would have heard dozens of tales about the

exploits of elite Egyptian men who besieged great Hyksos cities or met the enemy in open

battle, returning with bloody severed hands cut from lifeless corpses, proudly displayed as

trophies at court.But before Hatshepsut was even born, despite Egypt’s resurgence on the

imperial stage, there were storm clouds brewing. King Amenhotep I, who had helped to create

all this prosperity, was facing a crisis. Despite twenty years of rule, there is no evidence that he

produced any children at all.6 We can imagine the King’s Mother, Ahmes-Nefertari, hovering

around him and procuring new queens and concubines for him after marriages to both of his

sisters failed to produce the hoped-for boy—or any child for that matter. The Egyptians veiled

any reference to disastrous outcomes related to the king in their formal historical texts and

monuments, but the fact that Amenhotep I could not sire a living son cannot be disputed. It is

possible that Amenhotep I was sterile, but the Egyptian royal family also practiced incest (and

at times preferred it for political reasons); sex with his full sisters could have simply created

deformed or gravely ill babies.Incest is usually taboo, but it can be useful in the bedchambers

of the powerful. In the case of ancient Egypt, it was justified by mythology. The very first god in

all of creation, Atum, began existence floating weightless in the dark and infinite elements of

precreation. Due to the lack of a partner beyond himself, he had sex with a part of himself (his

hand7), thus magically producing his own birth and subsequently the first generation of male

and female gods. This brother-sister pair, Shu and Tefnut, copulated with each other and

produced the earth god Geb and the sky goddess Nut, another brother-sister pair who in turn

produced the next generation of four children, each pairing up into brother-sister marriages:



Seth married Nephthys, and Osiris married Isis. The office of the kingship descended directly

from this lineage. Horus, king upon earth and the god whom the human king embodied in his

palace, was the son of Osiris and Isis.From this ancient Egyptian perspective, full brother-sister

marriages were divinely inspired, and the Eighteenth Dynasty actually started with a full

brother-sister marriage between King Ahmose I and Ahmes-Nefertari. The son they produced

was Amenhotep I, and so perhaps we should not be surprised that the progeny of a fully

incestuous relationship had trouble siring children, not only with his own sisters but also with

other women. Ahmes-Nefertari, a sister-wife, was simultaneously aunt and mother to her own

son. Amenhotep I may have had serious health issues throughout his life, although we cannot

expect to find any mention of them in the historical record. He came to the throne quite young,

perhaps as a toddler, and his mother probably acted as regent and made decisions for him

during much of his reign. Later depictions of Amenhotep I always pair him with his mother

instead of his sister-wife Merytamen, perhaps an apt representation of political reality for a king

with no offspring of his own.We can imagine the throne room during the early years of the

reign of Amenhotep I. A boy of perhaps four or five sits on (or near) the throne, being instructed

by his tutors when he really wants to be outside playing. A general who needs a decision about

a Nubian military campaign or a trading expedition enters. Who answers him? The boy’s

mother, Ahmes-Nefertari, who is openly acknowledged to be the power behind his throne. It

was common practice to assign the boy’s mother as regent for a king too young to rule, relying

on her to make decisions beyond the child’s capabilities. It was a wise and safe practice, as

even the most narcissistic mother was unlikely to betray her own son, cause his murder, or

otherwise conspire against him. Such behavior would never have been in her own interest,

since her power was inextricably connected to that of her child. A queen-regent would also be

unlikely to alienate her son by ignoring or mistreating him, because as he grew into his power,

any feelings of neglect or betrayal he harbored would only serve to ruin her. The system of

queen-regent worked quite well in ancient Egypt, which was fortunate because most of the

kings of the early Eighteenth Dynasty came to the throne as children, including Ahmose I and

Amenhotep I.8Typically, royal Egyptian women owed everything to the men to whom they were

attached and only wielded power when they had a close connection to the king—as a mother,

wife, daughter, or sister. The regency system worked because these women were invested with

real, if temporary, power. It was a system of self-interested incentives revolving around the

king.Ahmes-Nefertari was more than just a queen-regent, however. She was one of the first

royal women (perhaps the second if her mother, Queen Ahhotep,9 was the first) to hold a

newly influential religious office: the role of a priestess called the God’s Wife of Amen. Like

Atum or Ptah (the craftsman god of the northern city of Memphis), Amen was a creator god.10

His regeneration, through his own agency, was the miracle that kept the Egyptian cosmos

perpetually self-creating. The Egyptian temple of Karnak facilitated Amen’s ongoing process of

creation.11 If the temple walls did not keep out enemies and profanity, if the offerings were not

made, if the god was not fed, if the God’s Wife did not facilitate his rebirth, then, it was

believed, creation would stop—or at least the creation that benefited the people of Egypt would

collapse. The Nile might cease to flood its banks every year, leaving no life-giving silt and mud

in which to farm. The sun could fail to rise in the east every morning, depriving the crops of life-

giving rays.Egyptian texts clearly state how Amen of Thebes (or Atum of Heliopolis, who was

the older manifestation of some of the same religious ideas of creation) enacted his self-

creation through an act of masturbation with the God’s Hand, a priestess (often the God’s Wife)

appointed to the temple ostensibly to provide the “activity” that a statue of a god was unable to

provide for himself.12 There were probably multiple cult statues that required such assistance,



one residing in each of the Theban temples. Each statue was most likely made of solid

precious metal that the Egyptians believed constituted the flesh of the gods—gold, silver, or

electrum—and probably crafted with an erect penis full of potentiality and creation.These active

statues were not uncommon in ancient Egypt. In fact, the oldest known Egyptian monumental

statuary, dating to before 3000 BCE, shows standing male gods performing masturbation (their

display caused no end of embarrassment to Victorian museum curators and visitors).13 But for

the ancient Egyptians, this act was the most sacred moment of creation, the alpha and the

omega of everything, ground zero for the continuation of this world as they knew it. These

mysteries had to be facilitated and witnessed by a cadre of elites with religious training.

Second in importance only to men like the First High Priest of Amen at Karnak or the First High

Priest of Ptah at Memphis, the God’s Wife of Amen was one of the elite few allowed into the

sanctuary of the god to see him unveiled with all his vulnerable bits exposed and extended.

She may have considered herself as separate from the god, protecting him, exciting him, but

she must have also known the deeper mysteries of the rites: that she was part of him, an

essential element of the agency that kick-started the universe every day.Ahmes-Nefertari was

getting old, which limited her ability to sexually excite Amen, and perhaps the role of God’s

Hand had already been given to a younger princess. But at some point, she passed the

priestess position of God’s Wife on to her own daughter, Merytamen, a much younger woman

and the sister-wife of Amenhotep I.14 Ahmes-Nefertari still retained the title of God’s Wife; it

was her most important role—more central to her than King’s Great Wife, King’s Sister, or

King’s Mother, a trifecta of royal titles for an influential Egyptian woman and a testament to the

great religious and political power she amassed in her lifetime. Despite her great political

power, she couldn’t will a grandson into being. Toward the end of her son’s reign, Ahmes-

Nefertari must have found herself anxious about the prospects of the Ahmoside dynasty’s

continuation. At some point, that anxiety would have turned to fatalism, and perhaps she even

aided her son in finding a successor who was not of direct lineage. Amenhotep I had no living

son, but a careful decision could still be made that preserved Egypt’s bright prospects.

Presumably Amenhotep I had no surviving brothers, so ultimately the throne passed to a

middle-aged elite man from Thebes named Thutmose (Djehutymes, “the One Born of Thoth,”

the moon god of Hermopolis), a man who would go on to become Aakheperkare Thutmose,

whom Egyptologists call Thutmose I. This king would flourish, expanding Egypt’s borders,

increasing its wealth, and waging great battles in Syria-Palestine to the north and in Nubia to

the south. He would begin building up Egypt’s sacred temples in stone, and he would raise the

status of the god Amen to an unprecedented level. This official who became king was

Hatshepsut’s father. Thutmose I was not of direct royal birth. He never called himself King’s

Son. He probably had connections to the family of Amenhotep I but was not himself the son of

a king.15 He never once tells us who his father was—which is strange in itself—perhaps

because the situation of continuing a defunct dynasty demanded his silence. Thutmose I was

most likely a general before he was picked to become king. How he was chosen and why are

never stated; such messy details were avoided in any formal or official Egyptian records.

Kingship was a divine office, and it was not to be viewed as the subject of political haggling

and horse-trading. Any real-world discussions of who would be the next king and why were

kept strictly verbal. Thoughts about the royal family were whispered, obliquely discussed

among a few colleagues, or kept within one’s mind; they were certainly not committed to

papyrus.Perhaps Thutmose was the strongest of the strongmen in contention for the throne. Or

maybe he was the one with the closest lineage of descent to the now-defunct Ahmoside

dynasty. He could have been one of King Amenhotep I’s tutors and part of the royal household.



It’s possible that he and the king were good friends from the wars in Syria-Palestine. Whatever

the relationship and the circumstances, Thutmose I may have felt as if he did not belong on the

throne at first, even if he was groomed for the position years in advance. It must have been a

strange thing to step into such a sacred and formalized office instead of being born into its

oddities and intricacies.Regardless of any feelings of inadequacy, he would have executed his

duties to the best of his ability, knowing that kingship was essential to the survival of Egypt and

the Egyptian people. Politics and religion went hand in hand in Egypt: if there was no king,

there was only cosmic chaos. The king supervised military, political, economic, legal, and

religious affairs, all of which were imbued with ideological weight. Wars were divinely inspired

and divinely won, and all spoils went to the gods as gifts. Political power was granted to the

king from the time his bones were knitted together in the womb, even before his accession.

Kingship was a mysterious and timeless creation.Even a king’s economic power depended on

his connection to the gods: if he pleased them, they would manifest a good Nile flood, which

laid down a rich layer of mud so that the seeds of wheat and barley could be sown—as

opposed to a disastrously low Nile inundation or a devastatingly high flood, both of which would

result in drought, disease, and conflict. For the Egyptians, wheat and barley were money, and

essentially money grew in the rich mud the Nile inundation left behind every year. That

economic wealth was a gift of the gods. Prospects were good now, but perhaps Thutmose I

worried that the gods’ whims would turn against him and toward devastation.Thutmose must

have keenly felt the weight of this unexpected responsibility. Any of his legal decisions as king

would be wrapped up in an Egyptian religious-ethical concept called ma’at, meaning “order,”

“truth,” or “justice.” Ma’at was simply the way things were meant to function when a good king

was in power, making effective, well-reasoned, fair decisions, when everyone knew their place,

how to behave, and what was expected of them.But likely nothing would have created more

feelings of insecurity in the freshly chosen king than the extensive religious duties foisted upon

him day and night. He acted as chief priest of every temple throughout the land. In practical

terms, everyone knew that the king could not simultaneously lead rituals in Heliopolis in the

north and in Thebes, some 400 miles to the south. Thus he appointed learned and intellectual

chief priests to take up these duties in his stead, men who had a more profound grasp of the

mysteries than the new king could ever hope to acquire, so that no temple would go without the

rituals required to summon the gods into their statues: feeding them the appropriate foods in

the appropriate order; performing the right kind of chanting, singing, and entertainment;

offering the smell of sweet incense and maintaining the braziers; and safeguarding the golden

shrines and implements on which the temple rituals depended.Even though Thutmose worked

with chief priests as surrogates in temples throughout Egypt, the religious responsibilities of

the king cannot be underestimated. Not only was the intellectual preparation for such work

rigorous and time-consuming, but he must have known that it was up to him to channel the

goodwill of the gods to earth through complex rituals, to meditate on the mysteries of divine

creation and his place within it. One can only wonder if Thutmose ever felt like a fraud because

he was not brought up for this profound duty of acting as intermediary between heaven and

earth, or if he worried that his inadequacies would bring about the failure of creation itself.

Egypt’s very well-being depended on a healthy, fit monarch, and we can picture the people’s

anxiety any time the king was incapacitated or unable to fulfill his sacred duties. The king

should be a model specimen—a godly perfection on earth.As every king had before him,

Thutmose I would serve as the linchpin that held the created and ordered cosmos together.

Whereas before his coronation he could have risen in the morning for a quick prayer at the

household altar with statues of ancestors and gods to keep his family (or army) safe, he now



had to rise before dawn for complex ablutions involving the bathing and shaving of his entire

body, anointment with oils, and dressing in restricting kilts, corselets, and aprons. He had to

don unwieldy headgear like the atef crown, with tall double plumes balancing a sun disk atop

ram’s horns, and the Double Crown of Upper and Lower Egypt, which featured a high-backed

red crown joined with a white crown that looked something like a bowling pin protruding from a

tall basket. His body had to be made ritually pure to enter the most sacred spaces in the state

temples throughout Egypt, which meant that certain kinds of food or drink or human contact

were prohibited. Priests around Thutmose I may have constantly rattled off rules for this or that,

annoying him when his mind was bent toward more worldly issues. As he performed ritual after

ritual for Atum of Heliopolis, Ptah of Memphis, Amen of Thebes, and dozens of other state

gods throughout Egypt, were his religious obligations a constant and unending drain?He may

have even balked at some of the indignities: at the most important festivals, he was required

not just to fulfill his duties inside the temple but also to lead public processions along two or

three miles of hot paved surfaces lined with stone sphinxes. He had to perform ceremonial runs

while clutching all kinds of unwieldy things—rowing oars, jars of liquid, thrashing live birds—as

he sped on foot around a sacred circuit. One ritual involved hitting four balls with a stick in the

four cardinal directions; in another he had to bash special chests with a bat of some kind. On a

different day he might have to herd live, and probably uncooperative, calves into the god’s

presence. He was called on to strike and kill repellent animals with a spear. Along with these

feats of strength or piety, he always had to go through the tedium of offering incredibly long and

intricate meals to the gods, presenting courses accompanied by difficult incantations that could

number over fifty. He had to accomplish all this while mastering the more subtle challenges of

the rituals, such as learning to embrace a statue representing the fertile form of the god Amen,

holding his arms high and away from his body so that his own nether regions did not come into

contact with the massive erect phallus of the sacred god’s form. In every circumstance, it was

in the king’s best interest to be athletic and mentally fit.As Egypt’s solar priest, Thutmose I now

entered into the great mysteries of the sun god. He probably participated in a mind-numbing

initiation that took place in the god’s sanctuary, drinking and ingesting herbs until he was taken

into the god’s embrace and shown his unique place in the cosmos, finally grasping how the

successful rising and setting of this ball of fire could only happen through his incantations and

offerings. Thereafter, he would have woken every morning before dawn to greet the coming

sun on the eastern horizon and would have communed with other manifestations of the sun

god during the deepest hours of night, meditating on the mysteries of how the dead sun was

able to fight off the destructive advances of Apophis, who wanted nothing more than to

uncreate the universe. These solar mysteries were so meaningful to Thutmose I that he was

perhaps the very first king to include excerpts from the solar temple liturgy in his own tomb

decoration: scenes from the Book of Amduat16 documenting the terrifying and perilous journey

of the sun during the hours of night were carved into his burial chamber in what we now call

Kings Valley 38 (KV 38).17 Thutmose I likely believed he himself would meld with the sun god

on his journey through the heavens, that his own journey into death was the rising and setting

of the sun god himself. When he became king, Thutmose I’s life was turned upside down.

Leaving his family’s villas and lands, presumably near the town of Thebes, he would have

moved to head up the palaces and campaign encampments throughout Egypt. Thutmose I’s

mother, Seniseneb, previously the mistress of her own home in Thebes, now became the

King’s Mother, with the great responsibility to watch over the newly installed harem of wives,

concubines, and ornaments—all put in place to produce many sons and secure the king’s

dynasty.18 Thutmose I could not have lived in one place for long; he and his entourage moved



in their comfortable barges up and down the Nile or through dusty desert roads to border

fortresses, as need and weather allowed. His journeys on campaigns may have seemed like

second nature to him, but palace life would have demanded some psychological shifts.19First

off, Thutmose I needed to abandon all notions of having just one wife as was common for

Egyptian men. He would have to marry again to connect himself to the family of Amenhotep I

and to the mythology of masculine kingship. Assuming he had a family before his accession,

we are left to wonder if his wife, sons, and daughters moved to the palace with him and what

their change in status was. If his wife was still alive, she must have been anxious about being

superseded by the other women to whom he bound himself upon his accession to the throne.

These family details were never recorded, and we cannot expect that they ever would have

been. Nonetheless, the changes in Thutmose I’s life would have been a tumultuous existential

shift for both himself and his family when he ascended the throne and married his new “great”

royal wife.The new wife’s name was Ahmes,20 and she would soon bear him a daughter

named Hatshepsut. Thutmose I was never clear about Ahmes’s origins, at least not in the

formal temple inscriptions that are left to us. She is called King’s Sister and King’s Great Wife.

The second part is easy to understand: she was now the wife of Thutmose I, and her status

was higher than that of all his other women. But which King’s Sister was she? Sister of

Amenhotep I, the king who had just died? Or was she the sibling of his predecessor Ahmose?

Or perhaps she was related to neither, because she was never named King’s Daughter. Some

say that Ahmes’s title of King’s Sister was derived from her marriage to her own brother

Thutmose I. If this explanation is true, then one of Thutmose’s younger, nonroyal sisters was

asked to marry her own brother at his royal accession, perhaps so that he could legitimize

himself as a god by sacredly connecting to his own flesh and blood as Osiris had done. This

scenario would have presented a real challenge for the siblings as they carried out their duties,

because they had most likely grown up in a nonroyal household, in each other’s presence

every day, eating meals together, arguing with each other, playing jokes, revealing secrets,

sharing the love of a platonic family relation. In the palace, royal brothers and sisters were

probably kept in different quarters once they had reached a certain age, which limited the

closeness the siblings could share, and in any case, the sheer numbers of wives, offspring,

and other relations might have been enough to discourage the close bond between a brother

and sister who grew up in a patrician nuclear family. While this hypothesis may excite our

imagination, most Egyptologists believe that Ahmes was not one of Thutmose’s own sisters but

instead related to the older Ahmoside family, even if she wasn’t a daughter of a king, thus

securing the place of Thutmose I (and his progeny) in a family that was not his own.21 If

Ahmes was indeed unrelated to Thutmose I, then their union to save the Egyptian kingship

brought together two people who had barely, if ever, spoken to each other.22If Ahmes grew up

as a princess in the palaces, then marriage to the next king was expected of her. The evidence

suggests that during the Eighteenth Dynasty King’s Daughters and Sisters were allowed to

marry only the reigning king, although centuries earlier and later it was quite in order for royal

daughters to marry outside the royal court. But all signs point to a much stricter regime during

the Eighteenth Dynasty, with royal sisters marrying their brother the king, but no one else.

Royal daughters produced from such unions would then have to wait to marry the next king to

take the throne, ideally their own brother. These marriage restrictions are never explicitly

stated, but they are a possible explanation for the lack of marriages between princesses and

commoners during the Eighteenth Dynasty.23 These limitations might have been an effective

way to keep all the wealth, power, and potential for future heirs within one family. Most

important, this stricture on royal women preserved the king’s funds to reward his officials for



loyal service rather than waste heaps of money paying off all the expectant sons-in-law with

rich dowries when they married his daughters.24 With this Eighteenth Dynasty system, the

king had no sons-in-law at all; conveniently, his own son was also his son-in-law. Any

daughters sired by Thutmose I would marry the next king.Retaining royal women in the family

would have granted the king a massive amount of economic power, but it also meant that a

daughter of the king could only find her place in the world within the palace. If Amenhotep I’s

sisters were not allowed to marry wellborn officials’ sons or to move into their own villas as

Mistress of the House, they could not have any children unless their destiny tied them to a

brother-king of appropriate age who was able and willing to sire them. And any of their

offspring were liable to bear signs of the incestuous union. In the Eighteenth Dynasty, the

future of a royal woman would have been tied exclusively to the king.If Hatshepsut’s mother,

Ahmes, was a younger sister of Amenhotep I, perhaps she had been too young to have sexual

relations with him. Or possibly she was already married to him and was transferred to

Thutmose I when he assumed the kingship. Perhaps Amenhotep I’s entire harem was shifted

to the incoming Thutmose I, and it was then that Ahmes was selected as the right age and

bloodline to be the highest-ranking wife among them.The female progeny of all kings, past and

present, would thus have been kept in the palace, awaiting their chance to become mothers. If

the king was too young or too infirm to serve as a real husband, many royal women would

grow old without one. Some women would share a brother-husband with a hundred other

ladies. None of these women, except perhaps the King’s Great Wife, had the slightest chance

of a real partnership in marriage.Later in the Eighteenth Dynasty, there were other, even less

appealing, options for King’s Daughters: they could also become wives of their fathers. (The

short life spans of most of the kings of the early Eighteenth Dynasty meant this did not happen

to Ahmes, however.) During the reign of a later, long-lived king, Amenhotep III, a royal daughter

might marry her father during her limited years of reproductive potential. Two of Amenhotep III’s

daughters—Sitamen and Isis—became the King’s Great Wives, thereby demoting their own

mother, Tiy, as the older woman reached the end of her reproductive potential. If a royal

daughter did not marry her own father during a long reign, she would have no partner

whatsoever, it seems, and become a childless spinster.Presumably these royal women were

conditioned to count themselves blessed to marry the king, but we can also envision the

heartache and trauma produced by these limitations on relationships. Queen Ahmes was

either born into this system or had to quickly adapt. Royal women likely had entourages made

up of commoners—ladies who were mistresses of their own homes when they weren’t at court

and who were allowed to marry men other than their brothers or fathers. The royal women may

have been envious of their ladies-in-waiting’s freedom to run their own households and forgo

competition with their own sisters for one man’s attention. Admittedly, these attendants did not

have the power and the money of the King’s Daughters, Wives, and Sisters, but the visibility of

this unattainable “normal” life must have been painful for some of the royal women.25Whatever

Ahmes’s origins, she was now the King’s Great Wife, and everyone looked to her to produce

the next heir. There was no marriage ceremony that we know of. In fact, the ancient Egyptians

did not seem to celebrate marriage as we do. Rather than engage in a formal, binding

relationship marked by a ceremony, people merely talked about founding a household and

drew up what amounted to the first prenuptial agreements in the world, legally documenting

whose property was whose.26 Marriage was more of an economic-sexual agreement in the

ancient world than a romantic commitment. For kings, of course, it was also a political one.

Thutmose I was already middle-aged by this point, probably around thirty or forty years old,

and his current nonroyal wife and any children he had with her did not fit into this new royal



circumstance. We see no record of them whatsoever. He had to start a new life full of new

responsibility. As king, he was probably expected to have sexual relations every night he was in

residence at the palace—either with his highest-ranking queen, Ahmes, or with one of his other

women. He was considered the bull of Egypt: royal sex was linked to the ongoing creation of

the cosmos itself. And sons were essential to the continuation of a divinely sanctioned

dynasty.At some point, probably even in the first year of their marriage, Ahmes faced some

competition. Mutnofret, another royal wife, held the titles King’s Daughter (probably the

daughter of King Ahmose), King’s Sister (sister of King Amenhotep I?), and after marriage to

Thutmose, King’s Wife as well.27 Why she was not Thutmose I’s Great Wife is unclear,

because she seems to have had more obvious connections to the Ahmoside family than

Queen Ahmes. Perhaps Mutnofret had been too young to be the Great Royal Wife upon his

accession. Regardless, any children born by Mutnofret would display an impressive lineage

that connected Thutmose I’s offspring to the great Ahmoside family. She might not have been

the highest-ranking wife, but she was close.We can only imagine potential frictions between

the King’s Great Wife, Ahmes, and the King’s Wife Mutnofret: Was Mutnofret subservient or

ambitious? Was Ahmes overtly competitive? Did they behave like sisters, with real heartfelt

love between them? After all, they could have been actual sisters, both married to the king.

And so the reign of Hatshepsut’s father, Thutmose I, proceeded. He visited the royal women.

He campaigned abroad. He rewarded his loyal officials. He ruled for thirteen or fourteen

years,28 which is not bad for a man who arrived at the kingship later in life. We can picture the

dowager queen Ahmes-Nefertari lingering about the palace, encouraging more and more

highborn and beautiful girls to be brought to the household for Thutmose I’s enjoyment and

procreation. Nobody would have wished for a crisis in the accession, nor for bloodshed and

competition. All that was needed was a son to survive his father, even a very young son, for the

status quo of the elite to continue as before. A king too young to rule was a problem that could

be solved with a good King’s Mother to act as the power behind the throne. But a king unable

to sire any sons with his Great Wife was a trickier issue for the ideology of kingship to sustain.

And that was looking to be the situation for Thutmose I.Hatshepsut’s birth would have been an

occasion of great hope but also great anxiety. Ahmes was the King’s Great Wife, and hopes for

a pure and uncontested succession to the throne rested with her. She must have wanted to

give birth to a son. Her labor was likely long and hard, since it seems to have been her first

birth. We have no idea how old Ahmes was at this important moment, but a more mature wife,

around the age of nineteen or twenty, would have had an easier time in the birthing process, at

least compared with a twelve-year-old girl.Because Ahmes was the King’s Great Wife, it is

likely that a special birthing pavilion was prepared for her. The Egyptians created birthing

houses decorated with apotropaic images and iconography that were ostensibly set apart from

the main living quarters. The pavilion may have been near a garden or a pool, a kind of birthing

arbor with a roof of matting and vines supported by pillars.29 Plastered walls were likely

decorated with scenes of mothers caring for their infants and breast-feeding or having their hair

done (actions that would have taken place after a successful birth) to somehow enable, if not

guarantee, a positive outcome to a woman’s most dangerous task. In this pavilion, Ahmes

would have knelt and squatted, paced and sweated, perhaps on a cool bench of mud brick,

while her baby descended the birth canal. The wise women of the household and perhaps

some of her ladies-in-waiting would have helped her squat upon the birthing bricks. They might

have used ancient magical implements, like ivory hippo-tusk wands or figurines, to ward off

danger, death, and tragedy, creating a perimeter of safety for both the birthing mother and the

coming child.The women would have urged Ahmes on, chanting things like “Come Down!



Come Down!” while placing amulets on her head and limbs, and talking among themselves

about her progress between contractions, all the while murmuring incantations to the pregnant

hippo goddess Taweret, “the Powerful One,” whose imposing countenance of bared teeth and

tongue could frighten away demons that snatched the life force of small children before they

left their mother’s womb. They asked Amen to keep the heart of Queen Ahmes strong and to

sustain the life of the one who was coming. Or they sang songs to the lion-headed dwarf god

Bes, whose maniacal grin repelled the diseases that took a child within his first few months.

And the goddesses Hathor, Isis, Nephthys, Selket, and Tefnut were always in their prayers and

utterances and songs. Ahmes could have pushed for many hours, and she probably hoped with

each heave of her belly and hips and thighs that she would give birth to a boy. But in the end,

when the moment came, she delivered a girl. The infant was placed on a little platform of mud

brick: Hatshepsut, the Foremost of Noble Women.Ahmes likely had a two-week period of

purification, a time when she remained away from the palace and any acquaintances while she

was passing the blood of her daughter’s gestation. She would have spent time with her baby

and the women of her household as her milk came in. The wise women may have rubbed her

back and breasts with oil in which a Nile fish had been boiled to encourage a steady flow of

milk for her new baby. Or perhaps they did not. Ahmes was the King’s Great Wife, after all, and

she needed to conceive another child as soon as possible. Even ancient people must have

known that breast-feeding would impede the process of conception.30Ahmes was probably

encouraged, or simply told, or maybe just knew instinctively to give up feeding her baby so that

she could be impregnated by her lord as soon as possible. After only a few months of

closeness, her daughter was likely taken from her and given to a wet nurse, a noblewoman

named Satre, who herself may have forgone the chance to have more children with her own

husband so that she could raise and nourish this royal daughter with her own breast milk. Or

perhaps the tragedy of a stillborn child had placed Satre in this position. The responsibility to

hold another woman’s child and nurse her was likely welcomed as a comfort. In ancient Egypt,

to nurse a king’s child was a great honor, not an onerous degradation. It may have been

bestowed upon elite women who had just weaned their own children or, more poignantly, those

who were grieving the loss of babies who had just died.31 Who else would be lactating without

a child to feed?Satre would have been the person who gave the infant Hatshepsut most of her

affection, who held her during countless hours of nursing, who cleaned her of filth and spit-up,

who held the baby while she burned with fever or screamed from the pain of erupting teeth,

who slept with her during the night, waking to nurse her as much as she liked, cuddling her and

murmuring her love, telling her “no” when she began to get out of hand. Satre and Hatshepsut

must have grown close to each other in the royal nursery. Ahmes, meanwhile, was probably

back in the palace with the other royal wives, getting her figure back, grooming herself to be as

alluring and beautiful as possible, so that she could receive visits from King Thutmose I as

often as possible until she was pregnant again. A Great Royal Wife would ideally bear one

child a year, to ensure a son who survived.Most infants did not live long. Half of them died

before their first year was finished—from fevers that burned them hotter than the desert sands,

from diarrhea that parched their bodies until kissable baby-soft cheeks were parchment thin

and stretched close to the skull, from coughs whose spasms wracked the small frames of

children desperately seeking a clear breath, or from lung congestion that slowly drowned them

until they were blue and lifeless. A baby might be bitten by a scorpion in the home or the

garden and die a painful death of vomiting and convulsions from a dose of poison too powerful

for such a small body.Tragedy was so commonplace that it was just a part of Egyptian life.

Royal mothers, who would have keenly felt the responsibility of keeping an infant healthy, might



have responded in a number of ways. We can imagine a queen who refused to acknowledge

the existence of her infant child because it might not live out the year, as such losses were too

painful to take over and over again. For a mother who had already lost two or three babies, we

can imagine that it might have been easier to give the baby to a wet nurse and move on, with

only a small hope lurking at the back of the mother’s mind that somehow the child would

survive. Or as an alternative coping mechanism, a mother might smother a child with attention,

monitoring his bodily activities carefully, holding him throughout the night, willing him to take

another breath during the hardest nights, believing that only her constant presence kept him in

this world.The infancy of Hatshepsut must have been a scary time full of little dramas and

emergencies that happened under the eyes of only a few anxious women. How much

Hatshepsut’s mother, Ahmes, was involved in the everyday care and feeding of the princess,

we will never know. But we do know from later references that Hatshepsut and her wet nurse,

Satre, were very close.32 Like most babies in ancient Egypt, the princess would have been

breast-fed for at least three years.
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Bruce Bush, “those repetitions made this book sometimes seem like it was written as a serial.
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While I would not (unlike other reviewers) say I found this book to be "compulsively readable", I

did find it a fascinating read - despite the author's frequent repetitions. To me, those repetitions

made this book sometimes seem like it was written as a serial, a series of separately-published

essays on different topics spinning off of oft-repeated fundamentals based on the

understandably scarce factual historical material. But as I looked back on the whole

experience, I realized Miss Cooney was probably just being extra-careful to demonstrate the

logic behind the variety of interpretations of the archaeological evidence she sees.A

recommendation: take the time (and trouble) to read the Notes at the back of the book! While

it's annoying to have to flip back and forth at every footnote, at least try to catch up at the end

of each chapter. At any rate, I found the Notes section to be almost as interesting and

informative as the body of the text, and the information within it gave "teeth" to much of the

conjecture.Of course, after reading this book, I have a greater appreciation of Hatshepsut's role

in the early New Kingdom. But it also gave me a new view into the early life of Thutmose III

and his likely motivations. And it set the stage for some new thoughts I'm having about why, a

century later, Amenhotep III and IV felt motivated to undermine the power of the priesthood of

Amen...”

S. H. Wells, “King of Egypt. Hatshepsut’s biography tells the fascinating story of the woman

who not only became a powerful regent for a king, but who was crowned king herself and

enjoyed a long and prosperous rule. The biography details Hatshepsut’s monumental

achievements in building projects as well as some her stylistic innovations. She represents

herself as feminine, both masculine and feminine, and traditionally masculine at various points

in her reign.Hatshepsut was descended from pure royal blood in a civilization that preserved

the royal line by keeping marriage closely in the family. She gained a series of titles that gave

her access to rituals and status among priests, and it was this combination of impeccable

lineage and occult access that gave Hatshepsut the leverage to become King of Egypt.It was

disheartening to read that many of her monuments were destroyed by her successor (her

nephew). At the end of the biography I not only learned about Hatshepsut but also about the

life in ancient Egypt. Life expectancy was short. Death was unpredictable and came early. It

was these things that molded Egyptian succession into a system that could guide children onto

the throne and that made a space for a woman to be behind the boy-kings.With its many

suggestions for potential motivations and rivalries behind the crown, this biography is

Recommended for anyone interested in gaining insight into ancient Egyptian history.”

Dana Jo, “An educated, realistic guess as to Hatshepsut's life. I have always been fascinated

by Egypt's female pharaoh, Hatshepsut, both because she was that rare ruler, a woman, and

because I love her best known architectural achievement below the cliffs. As others have said,

this narration is refreshing because it consistently makes clear the tentative nature of its

descriptions. However, with a thorough knowledge of an Egyptologist, considering all the hints

available, and taking each section of her life one at a time, Cooney has created a believable

biography of an amazing woman. Several aspects of life in ancient Egypt ARE repeated in the

book, but I found that helpful for someone in our day and age understanding life back then, so

very, very different than ours. The prejudice against effective women leaders is still so

prevalent that it's good to see that even over 3000 years ago it was indeed a prejudice, and

could be overcome.  Thank you, Kara Cooney.”

Shauna, “My friend loved it :). I got this book along with a similar one for my friend for



Christmas. She hasn't read them yet i don't think but the quality of the books were great and

they arrived before Christmas too. :)”

MOSS, “arrived safely & quickly.. liked all I read”

Selina Palmer, “Queen. Loved this book very interesting”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. great read.”

The book by Kara Cooney has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 527 people have provided feedback.
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